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Summer recap
in World News
All the important
news from summer
break, p. 15

Freshmen class mixes it up
John Carroll University's class of 2011 is the most diverse ever to be on campus
sx::;~~~~~~z
Freshmen profiles
Class of 2011 diversity
This year was an exciting year for the John Carroll
University Office of Admissions'. They admitted they
most diverse class that JCU
has ever seen.
The goal was to increase
the enrollment number to
900 students which would
include both new and transfer students.
The admissions office
met this goal by enrolling
907 new students.
iverstty o t e
reached its highest with 11.7
percent students of color.
These students better represent not only our community,
but Northeast Ohio as well.
Increased diversity is a
re ult of the Ohio Access
Initiative, a new need-based
financial program. This
initiative allowed students
who would normally rule

PhoCos by Max-

Name: Halle Scotese
Major: Undeclared
Hometown: Euclid, OH.
WbyJCU?:

Name: Maurice Haynes
Major: Biology
Hometown:
Cleveland OH.

Name: Anna Schade
Major: Comm.
Hometown:
Timberlake, OH.

White,

Othcr-3%

').

Financial aid

"The income of the student's parents shouldn't matter in
choosing a school."
-Brian Williams, Vice President for Enrollment
out coming to JCU because
of cost.
"The income of the student's parent shouldn't mat-

ter in choosing a school,"
said Brian William , vice
president for enrollment.
The students represent 38

states, Puerto Rico, and even
11 foreign countrieS. If a
student is not from Ohio, it is
likely that he or she is from

Non-Hispanic-6%
Amer Indian!

•

Hispanic-4%

•

Not reported-5%

Alaskan-}%

Pennsylvania, New York, or
New England.
In the class of 2011, there
is a male to female ratio

lnfonna11011 provided by JCU Ol!ico of Admoulons

of 50:50. 17.6 percent of
students are the first in their

Please see 2011, p. 3

'Real Food' to What's new on campus
help Aramark
Natalie Terry
Staff Reporter

Max Flessner
Campus Editor
The new Aramark team,
led by Executive Chef Ron
Ramos, is on campus and
ready to serve John Carroll
University's students.
"Our goal is to plea~c as
many students as possible,"
Ramos said.
Aramark brings to campus
its new and innovative Real
Food On Campu (RFOC)
program. The company 1s attempting to bring the freshest
possible food to the students.

Yndex

Ramos said it benefits both
sides.
The new program is structured in a way that the food is
prepared in the kitchen, but
for the most part, is actually
put together either at the Ia t
possible minute, or in some
cases, right in front of the
students.
Ramos was part of Aramark's proposal team to JCU
in the spring of 2007. He
said that the RFOC program
is probably a major reason

Please see FOOD, p. 3

John Carroll University
is attempting to make the
campus more comfortable for
the students.
Changes were made
throughout last summer and
there are several plans to update the campu in the years
to come.
"We want to create a more
exciting , pace for the students to refresh and recharge
after classes," said Bob Celli,
executive director of facllities.
The Student Center underwent several changes.
The walls were painted in

the Atrium in an attempt to
update its look. There was
a 50 inch plasma screen
TV brought into the InnBetween and XM Satellite
Radio in Java City and the
Corbo Fitness Center. The
floors of the racquetball
courts and Intramural Gym
were refinished as well.
The Schott Dining Hall
received an updated dishwashing room to ensure the
cleanlines of dishes and
silverware. "You want them
clean and you want them
brought \jack for the next
meal," said Celli.
He also said that the second tray ,ystem near the exit
of Schott Dining Hall was re-

moved due to a lack of need
and poor ventilation that led
to the distinguishable smell
the came from the dining hall
exit last semester.
There is a plan to completely renovate Schott Dining Hall next summer.
The grounds were updated with new walkways
and sidewalks, along with
new benche near Pacelli
and Bernet Halls that will be
arriving next week.
The driveways around the
campus were repaved and
the entrance into the Belvoir
parking lot was refinished.
Drainage was corrected

Please see NEW, p. 3

Inside the CN

JldinUnistrators

.AlcoholEDU

Music review

Soccer preview

See who is new in John Carroll
University's administration. Who
came from the outside and who was
promoted from within.
Campus, pg. 2

What is the new alcohol prevention program on campus? Who is
having to take it? Why is it being
implemented? Campus, pg. 3

How do The Carroll News'
critics rate the musician who ts
coming to campus this fall? See
an in depth review of his new
CD. Arts & Life, pg. 6

How do the Blue Streaks match
up this season? See how both the
male and female soccer teams are
matching up in the OAC.
Sports,pg.9

~2~~------~C_a~m~p_u_s________~~~
Meet the new JCU staff
Thursday, September 6
September 6, 2007
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Campus Improvements were not the only changes made at JCU this summer

Mass of the Holy Spirit

.

Mass of the Holy Spirit will be celebrated at
Gesu Church at noon. There will be a collection
after mass to benefit those impacted by Hurricane
Dean in Jamaica and those impacted by the recent
flooding in Ohio. Lunch will follow on the Quad.
Food service for the University community for lunch
will only be available on the Quad this day.

!

TNLBingo

,_, The Student Union Programming Board will sponsor
~Thursday Night Live Bingo in the Underground.
Cash prizes plus chicken tenders and mozzarella
sticks will be provided. Bingo will start at 8 p.m.

e

~ Friday, September 7
Student Involvement Fair

Nicholas Santilli,
Associate Academic Vice President
for Planning and Assessment

jonathan E. Smith,
Executive Assistant to the President

College: Ph.D. from The Catholic University of
America

College: Ph.D. from Purdue University

Previous Position: Director, Planning and
Assessment

Previous Position: Professor of Management;
Chair of Management, Marketing and Logistics

Looking forward to: Opportunity to serve the
University and implement the vision, mission
and core values of JCU.

Looking forward to: Opportunity to work
with Fr. Niehoff and leadership team on the
University's strategic initiatives.

Hometown: Collinwood and Mayfield Hts., OH

Hometown: York, SC

Favorite Movie: The Sandlot

Favorite Movie: Shawshank Redemption

Greek Life Banana Split Bash

james H. Martin,
Lauren Bowen,
Associate Academic Vice President Interim Associate Dean & Director
for Academic Programs and Faculty of Graduate Programs for the Boler
Diversity
School of Business

Greek Life will be sponsoring a Banana Split Bash on
the Keller Commons at 6 p.m.

College: Ph.D. from University of Kentucky

College: Ph.D. from Purdue University

Men's Soccer Game

Previous position: Political Science faculty and
Director of Core Curriculum in the Liberal Arts

Previous position: Professor of Marketing in the
Boler School of Business

Looking forward to: Supporting faculty members
in their efforts to initiate new programs and
providing support to diversify the faculty further.

Looking forward to: Leading the Boler School
into the future and capitali zing on growth in the
Boler School.

Hometown: Huntington, WV

Hometown: Indianapolis, IN

Favorite Movie: Moulin Rouge and Waitress

Favorite Movie: The Lord of the Rings Trilogy

The student involvement fair will take place today
from 3-5 p.m. It will be located in the Intramural Gym,
which is in the Lombardo Student Center.

The John Carroll University Men's Soccer team will
host Shenandoah in the John Carroll Classic at 4 p.m. The
game w111 take place at Don Shula Stadium.

Men's Soccer Game
The John Carroll University Men's Soccer team will
play their second game of the John Carroll Classic against
Malone College at 4 p.m. The game will take place at
Don Shula Stadium.

Mqnday, September 10
Women's Volleyball Match
The John Carroll University Women's Volleyball team
will play their first home match of the sea on against
Kenyon College. Match time is set for 7 p.m.

Tuesday, September 11
Fall2007 Schedule Changes
This will be the last day to select the pass/fail option for
classes and/or change to audit for Fa112007.

James Prehn, SJ
Dean of Student Development

jan Krevh,
Student Health Center Director

College: Ed.D. from University of Sari Francisco

College: St. Vincent Charity School of Nursing

Previous position: Principal, Walsh jesuit High
School, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

Previous Position: Cleveland Clinic Euclid
Hospital nurse-run outpatient teaching clin1c

Looking forward to: Getting to know students
and help them engage with the entire JCU
community.

Looking forward to: Learning from the students
and teaching them about health issues.

Hometown: Chicago, IL

Hometown: Bay Village, OH

Favorite Movie: No End in Sight, Harold and
Maud, and Cinema Paradiso.

Favorite Movie: Too many- depends on mood.

- Compiled by Kate McCall

Campus Safety Log
August 26, 2007
A CSS officer found a
student passed out in the
Atrium at 5:35 a.m.
August 28, 2007
A taff member reported
a mi sing bench at Shula
Stadium at 12:54 p.m.
August 25,2007
A student reported theft of
her rings out of her Pacelli
room at 11 :42 a.m.

August 30, 2007
A fire alarm went offon
the first floor of Campion
Hall 2:35 a.m.

These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, Located in the
lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. For more information contact x/615.

Sally Wertheim,
Interim Dean of The Graduate
School

Earl Spurgin,
Director, University tore
Curriculum in the Liberal Arts

College: Ph.D. from Case Western Reserve

College: Ph.D. University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill

Previous Position: Professor of Education; has
also been Chair of the Education Department
Looking forward to: Working to provide quality
Graduate programs and services to the Graduate
students.
Hometown: Cleveland, OH
Favorite Movie: All movies.

Previous Position: Chair, Department of
Philosophy
Looking forward to: Working with faculty
and students to make the Core as effective as
possible.
Hometown: Ardmore, OK
Favorite Movie: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
- Compiled by Kate McCall
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AlcoholEdu comes to JCU
All freshmen required to complete program
Kate McCall
Campus Editor

AlcoholEdu may be unfamiliar
to most upperclassmen students ,
but it has served as an educational
tool for the John Carroll University
Class of 20 11.
Ryan Knotts, Director of Developmental Programming, explained that all freshmen students
are required to complete the online
prevention program. Alcoho!Edu
was used to help reduce the risks
students may take, and to also encourage better decision making.
According to Knotts , JCU chose
a program that allowed freshmen to
take the first part of AlcoholEdu before they began classes. This portion
took about three hours to complete,
but could be done in several parts.
Forty-five days after they complete the first portion, the students
will take a IS-minute survey that
will show if there has been a change
in their behavior.
"Several other Jesuit institutions
and Ohio schools like Baldwin-Wallace, Ohio University and Miami
University use alcohol programs
for their first year students," said
Knotts. "We felt AlcoholEdu suited
JCU the best, because it also included a portion on sexual assault."
JCU will only obtain the scores
students receive on the program.
This means that no names will be attached to scores or any information
told from the freshmen. Eventually,
averages will be given to JCU in order to see if changes have occurred

From 2011, p. 1
families to go to college, and
32% have a family member who has
gone to John Carroll.
It also possesses a socioeconomic
sense. About 15 percent of the class
has family incomes over $150,000
and 20 percent have incomes under
$50,000. Everyone in between is
also well-represented.
"It's important for a college
campus to reflect the real world.
When students leave John Carroll
they will need to interact with a

From NEW, p. 1
near Pacelli, Bernet, Hamlin,
and Campion Halls. New drainage
systems for the Quad, while in the
plans for the future, have not yet
been corrected.
In the residence halls updates
were made to create a new and exciting atmosphere fer students.
In Hamlin Hall the kitchen and
lounge located in the basement of

From FOOD, p.1
JCU decided to use Aramark.
"From what we heard about the
school and student expectations
during the proposal process we feel
not only can we meet these expectations, we can exceed them," Ramos
said. "Bringing up a new account
isn't always fun, but it comes from
the passion within," he added.
He also emphasized that Aramark has only just begun. "We've
only just started. It'll be another
few weeks before we nail down
loose ends. If the students like what
they've seen, it'll only get better,"
he said.

during the program's duration.
However, if a student indicated
on the survey they wanted more information about groups on campus
such as One in Four or Every 1\vo
Minutes, his or her name was put on
a list that notified Knotts of his or
her desire to participate.
Knotts explained that he was
"somewhat surprised" by the amount
of students who completed the program by. the deadline. Although
numbers have not been finalized ,
Knotts said that of the 94 percent of
freshmen who logged in, 95 percent
of them had completed the program
by the deadline.
Students who have not completed the program will not suffer
any immediate sanctions, said
Knotts. However, if the program is
not completed, a letter will be placed
in a student's judicial file indicating they have not done so. "Other
schools have more severe sanctions,
including holding registration," said
Knotts.
AlcoholEdu for Parents was also
made available. Knotts explained
that this program included information on how to talk to students
about alcohol and a demo of the
program students completed. It was
estimated that only about 30 parents
looked at the program.
While Knotts hopes that Alcoho!Edu will reduce high-risk
behaviors, the complete statistics
wi ll not be known until the fin al
survey is completed by freshmen.
The deadline for this to be finished
will be Oct. 12.

" I think this is a wonderful opportunity to give new information to
students," said Knotts. "Hopefully,
it will reduce high-risk behaviors
and help students to encourage their
peers to avoid these risks as well."
Along with AlcoholEdu, more
late night events will be offered for
JCU students to deter drinking. For
example, Knotts "POinted out the
Browns-Steelers pre-party that will
take place on Saturday, Sept. 8 from
10 p.m. until 1 a.m. and the Kappa
Kappa Gamma dance marathon that
will occur on Oct. 6 from 1 p.m.
until! a.m.
In the future, Knotts hopes other
groups of students will take AlcoholEdu . Resident Assistants and
members of the faculty, staff and
administration were already encouraged to complete the program.
Freshmen who completed the
program gave mixed reviews. Max
Wilberding said, "AlcoholEdu is a
good program, but is something you
should have to do as a repercussion
for getting caught on a first offense
of alcohol use."
Joe Coleman said, " AlcoholEdu
is a good program, but it is very
repetitive. The information you
get from the program is stuff you
already learned. We learned these
statistics in high school."
Between 1,000 and 2,000 people
die from problems stemming from
alcohol abuse each year. Knotts
said th at JCU hopes Alcoho\Edu
will help prevent more deaths aod
promote better decision making by
JCU students.

global economy," said Williams.
Williams feels that it is John
Carroll's responsibility to foster an
environment that allows students
to be a part of the John Carroll
experience. "It is our obligation to
allow you to share your voice in our
experience here," he said.
In order to create a diverse setting for students to share in the
experience together, Williams plans
on focusing more on the kinds of
students admitted to John Carroll
than how many. "I'd love to focus

on composition more than numbers," he said.
The admissions office must
answer two key questions when
admitting a student to John Carroll
University. The two key questions
are "Will the student succeed?" and
"How will they contribute to the
University?" Answering these two
questions will determine the composition of future classes, allow for diversity, and help John Carroll reach
one simple, important goal: to make
this University a better place.

the building were remodeled and updated. Bathrooms were updated to
meet ADA standards on the bottom
floor of both Millor and Sutowski
Halls.
Each shower stall in all residence
halls on campus were updated with
new oxygenated showerheads.
In future years Celli said he
plans to do more updates within
the residence halls. Specifically,
there are plans for next summer to

update Bernet Hall with new student
lounges. Celli said, "I think it is just
terrific. I would like to do more of
that to make the dorms more comfortable."
Celli said that he was very
happy with the improvements that
were completed over the summer
and is anticipating the renovations
of campus to continue to make a
more comfortable atmosphere for
students.

A philosophy that Aramark
would like to impose is that JCU
dining becomes more of a restaurant
feeling.
"We don't want students to think
they are just going to a dining hall,
a dungeon or a cafeteria. We want
them to think they are coming to
the John Carroll restaurant," Ramos
said.
One way that this new philosophy will be implemented will be
the center circle of the Schott Dining Hall.
"We're going to have a lot of
fun in the middle of the dining hall.
I look at it as my center stage and
we're (Aramark) going to put on

some shows," Ramos said.
Other changes to John Carroll
dining include the Inn-Between,
Einstein Bros. Bagels and Java City,
which is located both across from
the Inn-Between and in Grasselli
Library.
Meal plans can now be used in
the Inn-Between after 7:30p.m. on
Mondays through Thursdays and
after6:00 p.m. Fridays through Sundays, which is when Schott Dining
Hall closes.
Einstein Bros. Bagels is operated
under franchise guidelines.
"It's a beautiful school. JCU has
a tremendous reputation and it's an
honor to be here," Ramos said.

Campus Briefs
Women's Field Hockey

Field Hockey will be the newest club sport at John
Carroll University. The team is looking for interested
participants for Fall 2007. No experience is necessary.
Players with knowledge of Field Hockey are greatly
needed. Please contact sophomore Kelly White at
kwhitelO@jcu.edu if you are interested.

Dance Team
All dancers interested in trying out for the John Carroll
University Dance Team should report to the DeCarlo
Varsity Gym on Friday, Sept. 7 at 6 p.m. It is requested
that all interested be prepared to dance and be wearing
the appropriate clothing. Any questions can be sent to
Katie Stinson at cstinson09@jcu.edu.

Dance Ensemble
All John Carroll University students who love to dance
are invited to join the JCU Dance Ensemble. Styles of
dance include jazz, lyric I, point, hip-hop and tap. There
will be an informational meeting Thursday, Sept. 6 at 7
p.m. in the Murphy Room for all those interested. Tryouts will be Monday, Sept. 10 at 7 p.m. in the Murphy
.E.,oom. A p.y qu~cstions c an be d~P?stco to Kcl~sy""'S~~!S-!4

.....at

First Year Retreat
Campus Ministry's First Year Retreat will take place
from Friday, Oct. 5 to Saturday, Oct. 6. This retreat will
be open to all first-year JCU students. Students will
have the opportunity to meet other new students and
also learn more about the faith experience as a JCU
student. First Year Retreat will be led by a group of
sophomore students and will take place at Cuyahoga
Valley National Park. Space is limited; registration is
now taking place in the Campus Ministry office. The
registration fee is $20 and financial assistance is available. Contact Paula Fitzgerald at pfitzgerald@jcu.edu
or at (216) 397-4709 for more information.

Christian Life Communities
Christian Life Communities (CLCs) are small faith
communities. CLCs aie grounded in spirituality, community and service. Groups consist of 6-10 people who
gather weekly for prayer, reflection and support. CLCs
usually meet for one hour a week, commonly in residence halls or somewhere else on campus. They seek
to integrate people's faith with the realities of everyday life. Students do not need to be Catholic to be a
member of a CLC. John Carroll University students
may begin to sign-up for CLCs after the 6 p.m. and 10
p.m. masses on Sunday, Sept. 9. Any questions can be
directed to Carrie Pollick at cpollick@jcu.edu. ·

- Compiled by Kate McCall

Need writing samples?
Interested in Journalism?

Join .The Carroll News!
come to the

Open House
TODAY at 6:00 p.m. in the
newsroom
· all majors welcome!
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NorthPark Brew and Bistro coming soon
Katie Sheridan
The Carroll News

Arabica, a popular destination
for many college students, is undergoing an appealing transformation.
Mark Reich, the owner for the
past ten years, has decided to revamp his restaurant, changing it into
the NorthPark Brew and Bistro.
The most significant change in
the restaurant is the addition of alcohol. An ice-cold beer could now
replace the traditional tea.
NorthPark Brew and Bistro will
soon feature bottled beers, wines
and liquors. Previously the store
specialized in coffees and teas.
A new menu is also expected
to grace the store, with reasonable
prices. The menu will offer selections such as breakfast foods, wraps,
salads and hamburgers.
General Manager Shauna
Dempsey said, "One of my personal favorite foods is wraps or the
homemade chicken chili."
The wide variety of food is
appealing to just about everyone.
NorthPark Brew and Bistro is generally very different from any major
competition.
Because of this uniqueness,
Dempsey foresees Zaza's and Pizzazz as possible competition, but
does not see them as taking away
any potential customers, specifically
John Carroll students.
North Park Boulevard. seemed
like the obvious area. The owner
never really considered another
location.
Both the owner and general manager are residents of the Cleveland

area. Reich comes from Mayfield
Heights and Dempsey resides in
South Euclid. Neither have ties to
John Carroll Campus.
However, the fact that it is only
a five minute walk from campus
to Fairmount Circle hould draw
in a significant amount of JCU
students.
The restaurant will accept Carroll Cash as well as all majo; credit
cards. The newly updated shop
will also most likely offer student
discounts.
Another unique addition is the
prospect of offering their building
as a location for musical talent and
a gallery area for artwork.
Dempsey said, "We plan to have
live music as well as art shows
with artwork from students on
campus."
This idea seems to relate to many
students. By directly providing topics of interest and possible discounts
to JCU students, it quickly becomes
a more appealing location and takes
a step ahead of other restaurants vying for the same customers.
Arabica is expected to make
the change over to the NorthPark
Brew and Bistro soon. As the store
changes so will its hours.
Monday through Saturday it
will be open from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
They are currently only open until
9 p.m. They hope that the extra
hour will draw in those with a late
night appetite.
Although their liquor license
does not apply on Sundays, they will
still be open from 8 am. to 4 p.m.
Students are encouraged to walk
down and check out the changes.

Dempsey recently hired two
students from JCU to work on staff
and is unsure how many more they
will need. She encourages interested
students to stop in and fill out an

application.
The NorthPark Brew and Bistro
is definitely worth checking out.
It is located right off campus by
Fairmount Circle. There will soon

be an awning with their new store
name. All students are encouraged
to watch for the changes and try
Dempsey's famous homemade
chicken chili.

Toshiba gigabeat T40 1, small but powerful

The new Toshiba gigabeat T401 Swill be available In black, red and white.
Hallee Derflinger
The Carroll News
Small but powerful, Toshiba's
latest media player, the gigabeat
T401· is set to hit stores in Japan
later this week. T his ne w. and
improved portable media player
offers built-in Wi-Fi connectivity,
high sound quality and maximum
storage capacity.

Toshi ba, man~facturer of advanced consumer electronics, has
previously released a variety of
gigabeat digital media players, including the U-series and S-series.
The T-Series' unique Wi-Fi connectivity combined with its sharp,
slim style make it unlike any other
media player currently out.
Toshiba Japan will also launch
the T401 S as part of the T-series,

identical to the T40l, but without
Wi-Fi connectivity. The T401 is
available only in black, while tbe
T401 S comes in red, white and
black.
Comparable to the size of a credit
card, the majority of the player is a
2.4 inch, 320x420 pixel LCD (liquid
crystal display) screen, according to
www.engadget.com.
Several buttons for menu con-

trol are located directly below the
screen. A slim 9.9 millimeters, the
player weighs in at only 58 grams.
The player's magnesium alloy
frame, however, makes it durable.
Small enough to fit in your
pocket, the gigabeat T401 makes
the perfect companion for all music
lovers.
Compared to the recently released Creative Zen, the gigabeat
T401 is both thinner and lighter with
more storage capacity.
The Zen, however, allows users to listen to AMIFM radio, one
characteristic the gigabeat T-Series
lacks.
The gigabeat T-Series can most
easily be compared to the latest
American trend, the iPod. The
players are similar, however, the
Gigabeat T401 is smaller, without
a loss of sound quality or storage
capacity.
The gigabeat T401 includes
802.11blg Wi-Fi connectivity, allowing users to wirelessly download
audio or video content from Ule
Internet and transfer music files both
to and from a computer.
Ultimately, the gigabeat T401
stands apart from similar products
because of its built-in Wi-Fi connectivity.
Although lacking Wi-Fi con-

nectivity, the gigabeat T401 S can
also be used to transfer files from a
computer via a USB cable.
With the Microsoft Portable
Media Center operative system, users can play MP3, WAY, Windows
Media Audio, and WMA Lossless
files. The player can also display
JPEG photos.
The gigabeat T401 features
Toshiba's original "H2C" technology, previously revealed in the
U-series.
This technology aims to eliminate the loss of sound quality which
occurs when compressing MP3 and
WMAfiles.
The device runs on a lithium ion
battery capable of playing five hours
of video and 16 hours of continuous
audio.
The gigabeat T40 1 has a storage
capacity of 4GB of flash memory,
considerably more than previous
models.
The fust of the T-series, the
T401 S, will bereleasedinJapanon
Sep. 7. The T40 1 will follow with a
release date of Oct. 5.
The price of the T401 is estimated, by www.engadget.com, at
$258 American dollars, and slightly
cheaper, the T401 Sis estimated at
$213. Toshiba has yet to announce
a United States release date.

/
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Halloween 2007 falls short of original
MOVIE REVIEW
"Halloween"

Jeff Evans
Movies and Music Critic
This one hould stir up some controversy. Our calendars have not even
touched October yet and one of, if
not the most, important icon in horror
movie history has been remade.
The story of Michael Myers, referred to by his fans as "The Shape,"
has been a cult classic since the screenplay's creation in 1978.
The movie's creator, John Carpenter was immediately revered as a
genius and forefather of his genre.
Now, almost 30 years after Michael
Myers made it impossible for babysitters to work on Halloween night, fans
of the story are offered a background
to the mysteriously masked man.
Heavy metal musician, film director and writer Rob Zombie was handed
the torch to proudly carry on the story
of Michael Myers while adding his
own twist to the original.
In this new-age edition, the movie
is broken up into three acts, each presenting Michael at different stages of
life and displaying his progression of
sociopathic serial killer tendencies.
Act One: Michael is ten years old
and is already showing sign of being
the anti-chrisL
ith a p le fac and narl , lon
ha1r, yo un g Mi chael ts bni!Jantly
played by Daeg Faerch . Growing
up 10 Haddonfield, II.. Michael leads
the life of a troubled child; he has an
exotic dancer for a mother, and an
abusive stepfather who just won't cut
him a break.

Act Two: Michael (Tyler Mane)
now stands 6 'II" and has superhuman
strength. Refusing to speak, even to
h1s best fnend and psychiatrist, Dr.
Samuel Loomis (Malcolm McDowell), Michael spends his days sculpting masks to cover his ugliness. It's
only a matter of time until Michael
breaks free .
Act Three: Rob Zombie should
have just stopped recording and closed
the books on Michael Myers.
Being the self-proclaimed fan of
horror films that he is, Zombie should
know better than to recreate a classic,
especially one with so many memorable scenes.
Unfortunately, the fresh cast that
Zombie selected for his recreation did
not live up to the standards set by the
mastermind, John Carpenter.
Young faces such as Scout Taylor-Compton, who plays Michael's
younger si ter, Laurie, and her best
friends Annie (Danielle Harris) and
Lynda (Kristina Klebe) just don't
excite the audience.
Too many times the story was
diluted with over-eccentric acting and
misuse of Michael's story, which is
why he has become so feared.
With the cursed holiday fast-approaching, the urge to run out and see
a new horror fiick will be inevitable,
and theaters will be waiting.
With countless studios and production teams scrambling to piece
together a senseless horror film to
show this Halloween season, "Halloween 2007'' will face a frenzy of
other gore-filled movies.
Nonetheless, Rob Zombie should
be applauded for his attempts. Prem
quel , . u I an
dime-a-do.ten m movie theaters today,
but only few arc attempted with such
respect that the original is not tainted
with cheap tricks so as to make a fast
buck.

Contact Jeff Evans at:
jevans08@jcu.edu

Daeg Faerch plays a young Michael Myers in Rob Zombie's 'Halloween 2007.'

Motil's new album is
relaxing and optimistic
Motil is touring college campuses across the United
States and is coming to John Carroll on Sat. .Nov. 3
MUSIC REVIEW
"One of These Days"

Ellen Bauer
The Carroll News
Motil's latest self-released album,
"One of These Days," is full of slow,
relaxing, mostly optimistic music
about girls-girls he has known. currently knows, or wishes he knew.
Nick Motil is a barefoot singersongwriter-guitarist from Ohio. Along
with drummer Stacy Henry and bassist Del Atkins, he is touring around
American college campuses, including John Carroll University, under
the band name of Motil. Motil's JCU
show will be on Saturday, Nov. 3.
The band's songs do not touch on

things uch as politics or social issues,
but rather are less complicated stories
about the difficultie of falling in and
out of love.
The ten ongs on the album have a
tendency to run into each other as far
as lyrical and musical styles, but there
are a few standouts.
"Perfectly Connected" is an utterly joyful song in which Motil sings
about the girl ofhis dreams, and all
of the things he dreams about doing
with her.
While it i as eternally idealistic as
the rest of the songs on "One ofThese
Days," the sentiments Motil conveys
are the most universal on the album
without resorting to tritenes .
In the chorus, for example, he
sings, "And we'll dance on the top of
my ceiling/And we'll laugh at whatever life brings u ffake this chance
and run away/with me this evening/
Find out what our lives could be/just
you and me/It all goes down in my
dreams.''

Even though this song is about Motillonging for a relationship that does
not yet exist, he does not sound sad
when singing the e words but rather
happy that there is still a chance these
things could happen.
In contrast, the shortest and most
melancholy song on the album, "Jen's
Song," which was written not by Nick
Motil but by the band's engineer and
auxiliary instrumentalist Chris Graham, might have a slower, almost depressing melody, but the lyrics speak
of something else.
In it, Motil sings: "And someday,
when I see you/when I've been gone
for quite a while/I'll hold you, in my
arms/And be glad to see you smile/I '11
be glad to see you smile/Just be glad
to see you."
The protagonist in Graham's song
clearly is not entirely happy and may
have some problem but "Jen's Song"
still remains a beautiful love song.
While the music on much of "One
of These Days" is simply the service-

Photo courtesy o1 www cdbabyoom

Motil will perform hits from their latest CD, "One of These Days,"
this November at JCU.
able guitar and drums expected from
this genre of music, the songs, "Hope
You're Alright" and "Cleaner Eyes"
change this by adding gorgeous piano
work performed by Shaun Luke.
In "Hope You're Alright," Luke's
instrumental work adds a happier,
optimistic sheen to the often unhappy
and yearning lyrics. ("She's 21 now,
and she's scared to death/'Cause she
can't change the way she feels/She's
not sure what she wants out/of this life/

She just knows that it ain't here").
On "Cleaner Eyes," however, it
has the entirely opposite effect, as the
notes slowly pound out, only adding to
Motil's sad and sometimes sharp lyrics
("So welcome my dear/to the land of
expectations/Where people live their
lives/without your limitations").
Motil is clearly a band with some
talent. It is most ashuredly a band that
would be enjoyable to hear live, so
mark your calendars for Nov. 3.
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Paladar excites taste buds

CALENDAR:
Check out what's
happening in
Cleveland this
week:
• 916
· Jenn Wertz (Rusted Root) I
· Claire Stuezynski I Fresh
Master Chae
· Grog Shop
9:00p.m.
$10

Phoco coui18S)' ollona Cllapr1

Paladar is located on Chagrin Boulevard, just 12 minutes from campus, offering new age design and a delicious menu.

RESTAURANT REVIEW
"Paladar"
28601 Chagrin Boulevard

Lena Chapin
The Carroll News
If you ' re looking for a new place to rrtix up
your dining experiences off campus, check out
Paladar, the new restaurant in the Eton Center.
Located on Chagrin Boulevard, it is only
about a 12 minute drive from John Carroll University, making it a nice escape from campus
when the homework loads are just too much
to bear.
If the name Boulevard Blue sounds familiar,
then you will be familiar with the work of proud
new Paladar owners Marty and ·Andy Himmel.
Like Boulevard Blue the restaurant has a fun and
funky vibe, but unlike its counterpart Paladar puts
a bit of a spicy twist on things.
The swanky new restaurant definitely has
a new age look straight out of a HGTV design
how. With pink walls, neon flood light , private
party rooms, and $4 valet parking creates the
feeling of walking into a high-end dance club
instead of a Latino restaurant.
That's exactly what it felt like, driving up
to Paladar's this past Saturday evening. The
atmosphere was impressive, with it's ritzy look
and festive dinner music, but the main focus
was the fOod.
The restaurant specializes in a menu full

of what they call "Nuevo Latino" foods. All
rushes are inspired by the eclectic cultures of
Central and South America, Cuba and the Latino
everyone.
The meals start off with a bread basket complete with a grape seed and red pepper infused
oil to add flavor. As far as restaurant bread goes,
it was excellent. It was light, fluffy and had a
fresh taste.
The appetizer menu offered many tasty
choices, including traditional Guacamole and
Tiny Tacos, and a mayonnaise based mahl-mahl
salad creation.
There were three delicious types of chips
for the guacamole <lip and they even managed
to make something as unpleasant as fish tacos
taste good.
For the entrees the menu ranges from salads
to many choices of fish, chicken , steak and
veggies.
The rushes all have authentic Latino names
that could make it difficult to order, but the
helpful glossary on the right side of the menu
explains most everything that may need further
explanation.
At the recommendation of the server, several
<lifferent dishes were ordered. Everything from
Caribbean Lane Snapper on the Plancha to the
Grilled Skirt Steak Churra o was sampled.
Every meal had its good points, but the favorite of the night was the Guatemalan Chicken
Stew. It was spicy and filling blen<ling the flavors
peppers, rice and beans deliciously.
If you haven't figured it out yet, dinner at
Paladar resulted in a very enjoyable experience.
However, it isn't a very practical place for college
kids to visit often, as it is a little pricey.
The re taurant has a comfortable, intimate
vibe that provides an excellent place for the

·
·
:
·
·
.

917
Enter Shikari I
This Awkward Silence I
The Announced
Grog Shop
6:00p.m.
$ 10

·
·
·
·
•

917
Red Wanting Blue Acoustic Performance
House of Blue
9:00p.m.
$15-$16

• 918
C h icago Afr o b cat Proj cctJ

· Lab Rats I Blu Pig
• Grog Shop

· 9:00p.m.
. $8

Photo (X)UI18Sy of Lena Chapin

Paladar offers private party rooms in
enjoyable yet funky new designs with
it's pink walls and neon flood lights.
occasional dinner with close friends, and would
make a great date spot if you want to impress
someone.
As an added bonus, the location allows for
some post meal shopping, but Paladar isn't a
typical everyday dining spot. There isn't much
on the menu that appeals to the cheeseburger
and fries lover.
None of the entrees are under $\5, and the
appetizers are all well over $5. I do recommend
going there at least once though, even if it is just
for the experience.
Paladar is open for lunch and dinner from
11:30 a.m. to at least 10:00 p.m. every day of the
week. For the 21 and over crowd the bar is open
until 11 :00 p.m. on the weekdays and 1 a.m. on
the weekends.
So if you like food with an ethnic twist, make
an excuse to get out to Paladar. Your taste buds
will thank you.

•
·
·
·
:

919
The Receiving End of
Sirens I Emanuel I Envy
On The Coast I Middle
Class Rut I Azimuth
Dream
· Grog Shop
· 9:00p.m.
. $10-$12

9/11
Ingram Hill
House of Blues
9:00p.m.
$12-$14
• 9111
Acidrain - Amon Amarth
· listening party
· Peabody's
· 9:00p.m.
$3 (age 21 and over FREE)

• 9113
Lynyrd Skynyrd with
Blue Oyster Cult
· Blossom
· 6:00p.m.
$27+
Phol.oo (X)UI18Sy ollona Chapn

Pictured left to right: Bread basket with grape seed and red pepper infused oil, guacamole dip with chips and tiny tacos.

- Compiled by
Rachel Szuch
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Sweet redemption in shutout victory
Chris Ostrander
Sports Editor
The Wooster Fighting Scots must have had
some football gods on their side Saturday at
Don Shula Stadium.
If it wasn't for a botched snap and a
fumbled punt the 24-0 romp that John Carroll University put on them would have been
even uglier.
"There were a few wrinkles, we had a
couple bad snaps and some things happened,
we should actually have scored another two
times," said head coach Regis Scafe.
After dropping the 2006 season opener to
Wooster, 30-22, JCU exacted their revenge last
Saturday with 433 yards of total offense.
"That was a motivation for us the whole
year," said Scafe. "It was our number one goal
through camp was to beat Wooster and be
ready for opening day and we accomplished
that."
Junior Mark Petruziello threw for a career
best 276 yards and added two touchdowns in
the dominating offensive performance.
JCU had four receivers with over 50 yards
receiving. Leading the receiving corps were
senior Vince Doorhy, who had 57 yards and
one touchdown, and sophomore Frank Ross
who also caught a touchdown while racking
up 70 yards receiving.
Junior Rai Stover was also impressive
running the football in his first intercollegiate
game in three years. Stover accounted for 68
yards and one touchdown on 16 carries in
the game.
Teamed with junior Tyler Gingrich, JCU
has a deadly one- two punch in the backfield to
compliment a ~gh-powered passing attack.
The JCU defense also contributed to the
dominance, allowing only 185 yards of offense to Wooster for the game.
"We were really excited about our [defense]
coming in. The way the D-line performed, I
haVen't seen that kind of domination in a long
time," said Scafe. "I think we have the potential to really be good if we stay strong up front.
It depends, we have to stay healthy."
JCU's defense was led by junior defensive
end, Kevin Bevington, who had 11

Paislng·
JCU- Petroziello 15-23, 276 yds. 2 TO
Wooster-10-21, 107 yds. 2 INT

Rushing·
JCU- Stover 16 att. 68 yds. 1 TO
Wooster- Sheppard 16 att. 57 yds.
ReceivingJCU- Spachner 5 rec. 79 yds.
Ross 4 rec. 70 yds. 1 TO
Doorhy 4 rec 57 yds. 1TO
Wooster- Schrock 3 rec. 25 yds.

Defense·
JCU- Bevington 11 tkls 1 sack
Nettling 7 tlds 2 int
Wooster- Schennbeck 13 tkls
Simrnennan 12 tlds I sack

Next gameJunlora Mark Pelruzlallo (9~ and Rat Glover (34) were maior contributors to JCU's
433 yards of total offense In a 24-0 victory over the College of Wooster.
tackles, one sack and a forced fumble.
Fellow junior Mike Nettling recorded seven
tackles and two interceptions at linebacker.
Nettling's second interception was one
of the biggest plays of the game for the JCU
defense.
After two big plays to force a long third and
goal, Nettling stepped in front of his second
pass to preserve the shutout for JCU.
JCU has an extra week to prepare for their
OAC opener against Heidelberg. JCU ran up

INTRAMURAL UPDATE
In a change from recent years, the Intramural
Department will be using instant scheduling this
year. This is a new way of scheduling all of our
intramural sports by allowing each team to sign
up for a particular time. Instead of guessing when
your next game will be, all of them will be played
at the same time every week. You always know
what time and what day you play on.
With the new school year just beginning the
Intramural Department is already in full swing.
During Streak Week, the Annual 3-on-3
Basketball Tournament was a huge success with
Team Ballerific, led by Ray Holmes, taking the
Upperclassmen Championship.
The first ever Co-Ree Softball Tournament
began Tuesday night and will continue at 6:30
p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday for the next two
weeks. The Sports Information Department, the
IM Staff, the Peace Mongers and Team Heat are
all poised to claim one of the first chances at an
Intramural Champions T- hirt.
Among the upcoming events for the next few
weeks are the Sunday Volleyball League, Racquetball, Sunday Soccer and the Golf Scramble
at Fowler's Mill.
This Saturday Night at 8 p.m., the IM Staff
and the Residence Hall Association are hosting
a NFL Kick-Off Party. Raffles, sports trivia and
competitive end-zone dances are just a few of the
night's festivities, by the way, free food .
For more information on this or any other
Intramural Activities, contact the IM Office at
x3092 or imsports@jcu.edu
-Brendan McLaughlin

0

24

the score last season, trouncing Heidelberg
42-7 at Don Shula Stadium.
The extra week will give JCU extra time to
learn what they can about the new coaching
staff at Heidelberg.
With Heidelberg playing their first game on
Saturday, JCU will need to wait for the film
on their next opponent.
"We have to take care of ourselves for
now," said Scafe. "We are using this week
to shore up and try some different things and

make ourselves better and we will know next
week about Heidelberg."
Although there cannot be much improvement over last year's victory against Heidelberg, JCU's defense has the potential to extend
their shutout streak to five of their last six
games dating back to the 2006 season.
Following the bye week, JCU will spend
two weeks on the road, first at Heidelberg and
.then at Ohio Northern before returning to face
Baldwin-Wallace on Homecoming.

Men's Soccer

Volleyball
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Soccer begins year with high hopes
Matt Mihalich

ter Institute ofTechnology's
Rachel Miller Classic.
JCU dropped both of
The John Carroll Unitheir games by a score of
versity men's and women's
2-1. They fir t lost to host
soccer teams kicked off
RIT on Friday and would
their sea ons on the road
fall to Allegheny m overtime
this weekend, each partakon Sunday.
ing in tournaments where
Senior co-captain Cara
they received wins, losses
Pizzurro, one of the team' ·
and most importantly, lesonly two enior , remain.
sons.
confident in the team after
Coach Hector Marinaro
the opening weekend.
and the men traveled to
"We played really well,"
Roanoke, VA, where they
she said. "I'm not too wortested their skills against
ried because I know we' II be
Roanoke and Bridgewater
ready for the conference."
on Friday and Saturday,
Before they can find a
respectively.
rhythm, the women's soccer
In Friday's contest, JCU
team needs to figure out who
lost to host, Roanoke 2-0.
wiJI fill the void left by the
JCU redeemed the trip with
class of 2007.
a 5-0 win over Bridgewater
Nine women graduated
the following day.
from last year's team, even
After being shutout on
of who were starter .
Friday, JCU's offensive
"Everyone's pretty even.
lnfomlatJon
explosion against Bridge- Junior Louis Kastelic was the first Blue
It's tough to tell who' gowater was fueled by junior
Streak to find the back of the net this season. ing to be the stud," said
Scott McKinney's hat trick.
Pizzurro.
Also, finding the back of the net was Kastelic.
Coach Tracy Blasius's starting
senior Alex Bemot and junior Louis
JCU lost only six seniors from lineup has not been the same for two
Kastelic. Each recorded a goal and last season. With a strong returning straight weeks.
an assist in the game.
"[Coach Blasius] is giving everycore the team should add to their
"I think we have a bright fu- five wins from last year.
one a chance to prove themselves
ture," said Kastelic. "We saw a lot
JCU made their first home ap- fighting for a starting position. It's
of positive things with the younger pearance on Tuesday as crosstown hard to gather all of that in just one
guys."
rival Case Western Reserve Uni- week," said Pizzurro.
Although the team did not cap- versity visited Don Shula Stadium.
The women continue their ea.ture the tournament championship,
Two early goals from Case set son on the road, playing Friday and
both games were collective team the tone for the game and JCU could Saturday games in Michigan.
efforts, with nearly the entire roster not get on the board in a 3-0 loss.
Both teams have positive outclocking time.
look o the ::.cason after tr n
dJ
That a pect is something the ing the first ever John Carroll Clas- showings in their fir t action of
Blue Streaks noticed and hope to sic at Don Shula Stadium.
the year.
build from this season.
While each team suffered key
Play begins tomorrow as JCU
"We have a lot of bright spots. faces off with Shenandoah. JCU will losses to graduation, both have reOur coach was real impressed with then play Malone on Saturday.
turned key players that will surely
the fact that there's no letdown in
The JCU women team travelled produce positive results this seathe first or second teams," added to Rochester, NY to play in Roches- son.
Staff Reporter

Successful tournament starts volleyball season
Brian McCall
The Carroll News

The John Carroll University volleyball team is already one third of
the way to surpassing their win total
from the last two seasons.
JCU only won nine games in
the last two years but got off to a
flying start, posting a 3-1 record at
the Mount Union Invitational this
past weekend.
JCU placed third at the invitational with strong showings in all
four games.
The weekend began with a 3-0
weep of Geneva. In their second
game, JCU fell behind quickly to
Adrian two games to none. However, a strong team effort tied the
match at two before Adrian won the
final set, prevailing over JCU 3-2.
A strong 3-2 victory over Gettysburg put JCU in the consola'ti9n
game for the tournament. JCU made
the most of their final game, sweeping Westminster 3-0.
Junior Meagan Gambone led
JCU with 47 kills for the tournament
and fre hman Meredith McDiarmid
had a strong showing in her first
collegiate action, being named to
the all-tournament team.
JCU has many talented undercia men which provides an excellent core of skill and leadership.
Although they lost key outside
player Nikki Csak to graduation,
coach Cally Plummer is happy with

the talent she has returning.
"We are still very strong on the
outside this year," said Plummer.
"We have four athletes who compete every day in practice for the
position."
In her third season as head coach,
Plummer has high expectations for
the season. With 10 returning players, the talented crop of players
present on this year's team justifies
her expectations. Among the variety
of talented players are captains,
senior Melis Drumsta and along
with Gambone.
"We have a group of gifted athletes and we are very much focused
on taking our program to a new
level," said Gambone, who will fill
the void left by Nikki Csak.
There are many stalwart on defense as well. Junior's Emily Jackson, Amanda Scalise and Colleen
Cavanagh are all reliable defensive
standouts. Cavanagh runs the front
row while Jackson and Scalise run
the defense in the back.
This looks to be the year of the
underclassmen for JCU. With only
one senior on the roster and the possibility of two freshmen starters, the
underclassmen will need to carry
the team.
One position that will see a freshman tarting is at etter. McDiarmid
and fellow freshman Cheri Stuart
will be fighting for the starting pot
for JCU. Freshman Kate Schafer
should also see time at numerous

a

positions.
In addition to the talented crop of
freshmen, JCU's sophomores will
also make a strong showing on the
team. On the outside Becky Blackley and Laura Isbell return with
a full season of experience under
their belts on the outside and back
rows. Mary Eileen Dalton and Celia
Mastrione offer a strong, seasoned
defensive presence.
This mix of talented youth and
experienced veterans offers a bright
outlook for this season.
"This year our program ha a
group of student athlete who are
committed to making each other better on a daily ba is and they know in
the end we will win a a unit not as
an individual," said Plummer.
The strong start at the Mount
Union Invitational shows thatJCU's
experienced ro ter should be able to
take the next step this eason.
JCU has a lengthy non conference schedule that takes the team
to three more tournaments. In addition, JCU will see Kenyon College
plus matches against Cleveland area
opponents Case Western Reserve
University and Lake Erie College.
The Ohio Athletic Conference
schedule starts for JCU on the road
against Otterbein on Sept 27. JCU's
first home match is Oct 2 against
Mount Union.
The team is on their way to being
an OAC force this season, after a hot
start in their first tournament.

Streaks of the Week

,,,

Football
Mark Petruziello
JUniOr

- Completed 15 of 23
pas. es while throwing for
a career best 276 yards and
two touchdown in JCU's
24-0 victory over the Col
lege of Wooster.

,,,

Men's Soccer
Louis Kastelic
junior
- Scored JCU's first goal
of the season and added an
as. ist in the team's 5-0 victory over Bridgewater on
Saturday.

,,,

Women's Soccer
Elizabeth Diagler
sophomore
- Scored JCU's only
goal in a 2-1 loss to RIT on
Friday at the Rachel Miller
Classic.

,,,

Volleyball

Meagan Gambone
junior
- Was integral in JCU's
third place fim h at the
Mount Union Invitational,
leading the team with 47
kills.

,,,

Football

Mike Nettling
junior
- In addition to his seven tackles, had two interceptions in JCU' eason
opening victory against
Woo ter.

-
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There is a history, a meaning and an
evoke different emo
Ryan Kelly
Staff Reporter
"I'm feeling blue, he saw
red, she became green with
envy." Phrases like these are
commonplace in language
and culture, but what do they
really mean?
When someone is asked
about their favorite color,
most people don't think about
it too much; however, colors may be more than just
personal taste. Colors often
represent larger moods and
feelings, and some believe
they have strong psychological and emotional implications.
According to as ociatedcontent.com, colors are
used by individuals, businesses and organizations to
stimulate feelings and evoke
reactions.
But how do they know
what colors to use? Throughout history, colors have been
used to represent many things
to different cultures. Listed
below are examples from
factrnonster.com:
For the ancient Romans,
a
flag was a signal for
battle.
In the highlands of Scotland, people wore g en as a
mark of honor.
The pharaohs of ancient
Egypt wore bl e for protection against evil.
In Thailand, purple is

worn by a widow mourning
her husband's death.
In tenth-century France,
the doors of traitors and
criminals were painted
The ancient Greeks wore
white to bed to ensure pleasant dreams.
"Biackshirts" were security troops in Hitler's army,
also known as the S.S.
Over time, colors, especially the basic and primary,
have come to be associated
with certain feelings (see our
accompanying list). These
associations are prevalent in
American culture and visible
in several facets of people's
daily lives. First, colors are
used by businesses to sell
their goods. Marketing researchers have determined
that color greatly affects
shopping habits, according to forceonernedia.com.
Impulse shoppers respond
best to red-orange, black
and royal blue, while shoppers who plan and stick to
budgets respond best to pink,
teal, light blue and navy.
Color also obviously
plays an important role in the
fashion industry. According
to about.com, major men's
clothing retailers use blue
more than any other color,
while women's clothing has
significantly larger variety,
particularly in pastels, pinks
and purples. Interestingly, 70
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Means: joy, happiness,
optimism, idealism,
imagination, hope, summer, dishonesty, cowardice, jealousy, deceit and.
illness.
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e?
emotion behind each color. Different colors
tions, but which emotions?
percent of all fashion items
sold in Britain are black due
to its association with being
sophisticated, dramatic, and
safe, according to colouraffects.com.
Finally, color is used to
set a mood or atmosphere in
living and working spaces.
According to colour-affects.
com, one of the leading complaints of people unsatisfied
with their jobs or homes is
dreary, neutral colors. The
Web site, which represents
a British company dedicated
to color psychology, recommends ignoring current
interior design trends and
making spaces as harmonious with one's personality
as possible.
Rose Petitti, a senior resident assistant at John Carroll
University, made it a point
to change the living space
of her residents. 'The bathroom walls in the donns are
boring and ugly, so in order
to create a hornier, more welcoming space, I decorated
it with a bright, universal
theme that everyone living in
the community could relate
to," she said. "Residents
seem to be responding well
to it."
Color even has a physical effect; according to associatedcontent.com, they
can influence the pituitary
gland, which helps regulate
hormone production. Hor-

GREEN

mones can affect our moods,
so it makes sense that color
would too.
Want to change your
mood? Here are some tips
from Associated Content:
Clothing is the most obvious choice. What you wear
not only helps you feel a certain way, but also can give a
strong impression about you
to others -especially people
you've never met.
Sometimes an accessory,
like a tie or scarf, in a particular color, will have the
desired effect - without being too noticeable to others.
Change your surroundings . SmaU changes like
fresh flowers, decorations,
afghans or other throws
placed on furniture may do
the trick.
Consider lighting as well.
Colored lighting has been
u ed to evoke certain moods
for a long time. Romance .
may be the first thing you
think of, but you could use
colored lighting for other
effects.
When you're using color
to transform your moods,
start with just a few subtle
changes, especially if the
way you're feeling seems to
be temporary.
Color may take on new
meaning in your life. You
may even discover that colors you once hated are now
some of your favorites. .

epresents: energy, balance, enthusiasm, attention, vitality, natural and
flamboyance. ·

Is: cheerful, warm, uncomplicated and gentle.

Symbolizes: reverance, purity, simplicity, cleanliness,
humility, innocence, birth,
good, marriage, cold, sterility
and peace.
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GI JOES &ACTION FIGURES • ROBOTS &SPACE TOYS • SPORTS CARDS &FIG
MODEL TRAINS •'80S GIRLS' TOYS • ATARI &OTHER VIDEO SYSTEMS &GAM
KISS, BEATLES, ROLLING STONES &ROCKSTAR MEMORABILIA • C
OLD TIN, BATTERY OPERATED PLANES, TRAINS, TRUCKS & AUTO

JOKES & GAGS

PROVIDING FUN FOR MORE THAN 15 YEARS!

UNIQUE GIFTS

YOUR LOCAL PURVEYOR OF FUNK &JUNK!

IRON-ON T-SHIRTS
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Brad s :Journal The United Kingdom
The summer that was

remembers their princess
Tributes and sadness mark 1Oth anniversary of Diana's death

-

Brad Michael Negulescu
World News Editor

The summer of '07 had a little bit of everything if you share an
interest in what happens in this crazy world we live in. From tragedies
like the Minneapolis bridge collapse and the Utah mine disaster to
important political stories like the Scooter Libby fiasco and the end
of Tony Blair's reign as Prime Minister of Great Britain, to terrorist
bombings in London and Glasgow, this summer had it all.
But, perhaps the biggest news stories to most Americans unfortunately were brought to us by an array of idiotic celebrities. For
example, the summer got off to a bang with Paris Hilton going to
jail, getting out of jail, then going back to jail again.
I got a bit of a kick out of watching those photographers in L.A.
run after a police car just to get a picture of Paris crying her eyes out
in the back seat.
Those people need to get lives, I mean seriously, get on Myspace
and meet some girls or something. My girl Britney Spears was up to
her usual bizarre antics all summer long.
I must be hone t with you, I used to be infatuated with Britney
back in the "I'm a Slave for You" days, but ever since she went off
the deep end and shaved her head she remind. my of that girl in high
school who every other week would have her arm in a sling just so
people would ask her what happened.
Britney is apparently trying to make a miraculous musical comeback, and the new tuff I've heard is not entirely horrible, so maybe
there is still hope.
Lindsay Lohan got busted yet again for drinking and driving. Only
this time they found some cocaine in the car, which wasn't hers of
course. Now its all beginning to make sense, Lindsay must have been
drunk when she decided to do that Herbie the Love Bug remake, I
mean I see no other logical explanation.
Anyways, Lindsay is currently doing a stint in rehab where she
undoubtedly has found God and will do infinite amounts of charity
work upon her re-entry into society as a sober socialite who will
better the world. But the biggest story this summer was the ongoing
saga of Michael Vick.
Vick has got to be one of the biggest bone-heads in the United
States of America. I mean seriously, here 's a guy who threw away
$100 million, and likely hi freedom to bet $40,000 on some dog
fighting.
Even with his plea deal, I hope that Vick spends at least a year in
jail and if it were up to me I'd give him about 18 months so he could
think about hi deplorable actions.
Anyone who kill dogs by electrocuting them, drowning them, or
. lamming their heads into the ground deserves jail time period. He's
lucky to get off with only jail time as far a I'm concerned, maybe
we should grab him by the feet and slam his head into the ground a
couple times.
Anc don't expect to see Vick on the football field anytime soon,
sports fan. He i not expected to play again until at least 2010, if
ever. He is due back in court in December for his entencing. Well,
that in a nutshell is the summer that wa 2007.
Now we have two month of fall to look forward to followed by
what will seem like ten months of winter. Gotta love Cleveland right?
Oh and before I put an end to this column, which will undoubtedly be
a Pulitzer Prize nominee, I must for my own sake, and al o to annoy
the many JCU students who hail from that city two and a half hours
southeast of here, proclaim the following ... Go Browns.

Flowers and picture tributes to the late Diana hang on the gates at Kensington Palace in London
Meghan Wolf
Staff Reporter
Friday, Aug. 31 was a solemn
day for Great Britain, being the
10-year anntversary o t e tragic
death of Princess Diana of Wales.
Born Diana Frances Spencer on
July 1, 1961, she had been called
"the people's princess" by former
Prime Minister Tony Blair, and
"the best mother in the world" by
her younger son, Prince Harry.
Time Magazine reflected on her
life as having been "the saddest of
all fairy tales."
In Britain she was remembered
as a loving mother and compassionate philanthropist, an "any girl"
whose down-to-earth personality made her seem accessible to
everyone, despite her aristocratic
background and upbringing.
"To lose a parent so suddenly
at such a young age, as others
have experienced, is indescribably
. shocking and sad," said Prince
Harry, according to MSNBC.com.
"It was an event which changed our
lives forever, as it must have done
for everyone who lost someone
that night."
On the night of her death,
Diana had bern riding in a hired
Mercedes-Benz car along the
Pont d' Alma tunnel in Paris, accompanied by her boyfriend Dodi
AI-Fayed, her bodyguard Trevor
Rees-Jones and her driver, Henri
Paul, says The A sociated Press.
The paparazzi were in hot pursuit, and Paul was driving at high

speed in an attempt to escape them.
This attempt came to a fatal end,
however, when the car crashed into
a pillar in the tunnel.
Fayed and Paul had been ins antly killea, and Diana wa
rushed to the hospital where she
later died from cardiac arrest.
Rees-Jones, though having
suffered serious injuries, was the
only survivor. The crash was attributed, in part, to Paul's state of
intoxication.
There have been unconfirmed
suspicions about the circumstances
of the crash, including that Paul
was not intoxicated while he was
driving, and that his actual blood
sample had been swapped for another one.
Lord John Stevens, the current
international security advisor to
Prime Minister Gordon Brown,
headed Operation Paget, a police
inquiry into the death of Princess
Diana, according to The AP.
Although the case of the crash
is still open, all conspiracy claims
have been dismissed as unfounded.
On Sept. 6, 1997, Diana's funeral was held which was a somber
occasion that was attended by over
a million people, and watched by
even more around the world as it
was televised.
Lord Spencer, her brother, delivered a funeral address in which
he called her the "very essence of
compassion, of duty, of style, of
beauty."
At the end, she was buried on

an island in her family's estate in a
private ceremony.
She had in her hands a string of
rosary beads that had been a gift
from Mother Theresa, who had died
a day before Diana's funeral.
Princess Diana is remembered
for her visits to the sick, which she
made specific efforts to hide from
the media. She was noted for her
interest in the victims of landrnine
explosions and calling for an international ban on them altogether. "I
think her legacy is a testament to
all the work she did while she was
alive," said Patrick McDermott a
junior at John Carroll University.
She is also known for being
among the first celebrities to make
and display physical contact with
AIDS patients, which was controversial in a time when this behavior
was thought to spread the disease.
"She showed the world that
people living with AIDS deserve
not isolation, but compassion," said
former President Bill Clinton at the
Diana, Princess of Wales Lecture on
AIDS in 200 1.
Diana's efforts in philanthropy
had gained attention and favor
with the public, contributing to her
overall popularity and reputation as
a humanitarian.
Welsh comedian Owen Money,
who described her as "a beautiful
lady of the people," remembered
the dignity in which she was held at
her funeral. "It was incredible," he
said. "We'll never see that kind of
love and admiration for one person
again."

Interested in Current Events?
Come to The Carroll News Open House tonight at 6:00 in
the newsroom and sign up to write for World News.
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2007 Summer in review
June 7- Paris Hilton released from jail
June 9 - Paris Hilton ordered back to jail
June 10 - President Bush meets Pope Benedict XVI I Soprano Finale Airs

June 24 • Toay BWf $tepsdown as British Prime MJnister
June 29 -Terrorist car bombs shake the United Kingdom

July 3 - President Bush commutes prison sentence of Lewis "Scooter" Libby
July 18- Passenger plane crashes in Brazil killing 195
July 17- Michael Vick indicted for dog fighting I Dow Jones hits 14,000

July 21 -India names first female president
July 31 - Chief Justice John Roberts suffered seizure

GOP Senator Larry Craig resigns after scandal
Erin Flaherty
The Carroll News

Senator Larry Craig of Idaho
became another card in the scandal-ridden Republican hand when
he pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor
charge of disorderly conduct on
Aug. 8, in a Hennepin County,
Minnesota courtroom.
Craig's "disorderly conduct"
included solicitation of an undercover police officer on June 11, in
the Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport.
According to the police report,
Craig peered through the cracks
of a bathroom stall occupied by
undercover police officer Sgt.
David Karsnia, reports The Associated Press.
Craig placed his roller bag
against his stall's door, apparently
in an effort to conceal his activities
from passers-by. He then tapped
his foot up and down in a signal
that is believe to be used to convey
interest in sexual activity.
The police officer responded
by waving his own foot, and Craig
continued the exchange by moving
his foot so that it was touching
the officer's underneath the stall's

divider.
He moved his hand beneath the
divider as well, at which time the
police officer presented Craig with
his identification.
Upon his arrest, Craig, who is
married with children, denied that
he had attempted to solicit sexual
activity in the bathroom.
However, he then pleaded guilty
to the misdemeanor charge and
paid a fine of $575 .
Craig has accused Officer Karsnia as setting out to entrap him,
which have been denied.
An individual using the claim of
entrapment attempts to prove that
he or she was lured into committing a crime which they would not
otherwise have committed. This
shifts the burden of proof to the
prosecution.
Although the entrapment defense is very difficult to employ
successfully, at this point it does
not really matter, as he has already
pleaded guilty.
On Sept. 1, Craig officially
resigned from his office. He made
a general apology, making no specific references to the incident, and
then made a point to thank the few
politicians who stood by his side.

Craig's resignation will go into effect on September 30.
On Aug. 27, the story of Craig's
arrest and guilty plea was broken
by Roll Call, the Capitol Hill based
paper.
Craig immediately scheduled a
press conference for the following
day, in which he denied being homosexual and made the claim that
the entire incident was a misunderstanding.
He stated that his only error in the
entire process was pleading guilty to
misconduct without seeking legal
counsel.
Craig said he had hoped that his
guilty plea would make the whole
case "just go away." However, in
regards to acting without his family's
or lawyer's knowledge, he stated,
"That was a mistake, and I deeply
regret it."
Craig has found almost no support in either his home state of Idaho
nor Washington, D.C.-President
Bush was asked Qn Friday, Aug. 31
if he believed Craig should resign,
to which Bush walked offstage in
silence.
Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell was more blunt with
his outrage, calling Craig's actions

''unforgivable" and admitting that
many were anticipating Craig's
resignation with relief, according
toTheAP.
Most Republican Party leaders
have been eager to end the embarrassment to their party as quickly
as possible.
On Tuesday, Aug. 28, Craig
complied with a call for an investigation into his actions by the Senate
Ethic Committee. The next day,
be was stripped of all leadership
posts.
As of yet, Idaho Gov. Butch
Otter, a Republican, has not announced a successor, although
many believe that GOP Lt. Gov.
Jim Risch will be his first choice,
according to The AP.
Craig is one of many Republican
figures of late to be faced with scandal. Both Rep. Robert W. Allen (FL)
and Sen. l)avid Vitter (LA) have
been accused of being involved with
solicitation and a prostitution ring
respectively, while South Carolina
state treasurer Thomas Ravenei
was recently indicted on a charge of
intent to distribute cocaine.
Former Republican Congressman Mark Foley also quit his post
last year after instant messages

surfaced showing him discussing
sex with teenage Congressional
Pages.
John Carroll University student
Margaret Whitmore said, "Events
like these really shock me and make
me ashamed to be a Republican.
Although I do think Craig was set
up, I know that isn't the popular
opinion, and it makes me nervous
for the Republican image in the
2008 election."
Craig, age 62, has dodged rumors for years regarding his sexuality and lewd conduct.
In 1982, he faced rumors of
a cocaine habit and having had
sexual relations with male teenage
congressional pages.
However, when the congressional page sex scandal of the House
of Representatives broke the following year, Craig was not one of
the implicated representatives.
In October 2006, Craig's office
publicly denied allegations that he
is homosexual, as reported by the
gay activist web site blogactive.
com.
The allegations were termed
"ridiculous" and "without basis"
by Craig's office, according to
TheAP.
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Editorial

Freshmen alcohol 101
AlcoholEdu, is a new program aimed at educating fre hmen
about alcohol use. But, it has caused many to question its overall
effectiveness, leading some to believe that the root of the problem
cannot be solved by mandating a three hour online course.
Students choose from a series of interactive college characters
to guide them through the online course. From there, students are
lectured with scientific and statistical arguments to support the
negative effects of drinking. At the end of the course, students
must take an exam. Sitting students down and expecting them
to listen to a three hour course about underage drinking isn't effective. While no one doubts the good intentions of AlcoholEdu,
college students learning from it is another matter, and a University-wide policy on a personal level needs to be adopted.
AlcoholEdu claims that Greek life using the program cut
heavy drinking by 14 percent and that the overall level of alcohol
abstentions is up. While these statistics advocate the positive
outcomes of the program, AlcoholEdu ignores human nature and
characteristics of independent Iivin~. The premise of the program
is to reduce college alcohol consumption. The National Academy
of Sciences has acknowledged that it is very difficult to teach
students that it is wrong to drink before the age of twenty-one,
but perfectly okay every day after.
John Carroll University needs to adopt a more student-based
form of alcohol education into its summer orientation program
for incoming freshmen. By allowing an anti-alcohol program
to be extensively taught during the summer orientation, a more
personal approach to the problem could finally allow students a
one-on-one experience in the lessons of alcohol consumption.

NOTABLE QUOTABLE
mornings a week, we find do(rs s
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Editorial

Campus renovations
Anyone who attends a university can easily find many things
about which to complain. There is no need to make a list; those
who have been here for a year or more certainly have their own.
However, it is only fair to compliment the university when it takes
action designed to improve the lives of its students.
This past summer, JCU took a number of steps designed to make
student life more pleasing.
Although it is too early to pass judgment on the most obvious
change - the food service - there are a host of other changes that
should make us all happy, from repainting the dorm rooms to
repaving the roads and implementing a new wireless system for
internet users.
Several of the dorm rooms have received a face lift thanks to a
fresh coat of paint. While this may appear to be a small improvement, the considerable amount of time students spend inside their
dorm rooms definitely makes it an upgrade.
Students can also enjoy a cool retreat from the heat in the Administration building due to recent work on the air conditioning
units. This improvement should make the area more comfortable
for students and staff.
Another improvement that students can enjoy is the updated
wireless network. Many are sure to have noticed that it is considerably faster and more effective than its predecessor. Perhaps the
best improvement is the road repair. As we all know, Cleveland
weather is very harsh on road quality.
The repaving should enhance the look and safety of the school,
while reducing wear and tear on vehicles.
All of these projects are designed to directly improve the student
experience at JCU. For that, we are thankful, and we urge the
University to continue finding ways to improve our lives here.

-Will Leathem, co-owner of Prospera's Books, in response to ~·uu..._.. _.. u
effort of the public making donations to the bookstore due to the vast
decline in sales.

HIT & miss
Hit: The CN is back HiVmiss: campus renovations/construction
Hit: Footprints for Fatima 5K Hit: Labor Day weekend activities
Hit: new dining service miss: the longer lines in the dining hall
Hit: Brady Quinn's JCU appearance Hit: Bluestreak football
win against Wooster miss(ing): hardboiled eggs at breakfast
Hit: Bob Saget coming to JCU miss: freshmen cutting across
the Quad Hit: upcoming Greek recruitment miss(ing): JCU
sports website miss(ing): Sunday morning mass Hit: Einstein
Brothers in the AD Hit: field hockey team Hit: Banana Split
Bash tomorrow Hit: 105-lb. Black Widow becomes new world
wing eating champ miss: buying books for class miss: national
decline in book sales Hit: new pre-pharmacy club Hit: dining
hall hours extended Hit: Taste of Cleveland Hit: WWE Monday
Night Raw at the Q miss: Spring break in February this year
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The reason sexism still exists
Editor Commentary

Katie Mahoney

wearing, cleavage popping, sloppy
drunks we see every weekend. They
are the women that crave attention
from men, regardless that it may
only be because of the size of something other than their brain.
Now, don't get me wrong, I like
to dance, wear cute outfits, and
will occasionally giggle when I get
whistled at. But, I don't find these
things crucial, or even necessary,
to be a strong woman. I find the
most rewarding pieces of myself
to be ones that I create, not ones
that are temporarily given to me by
a creepy man cat-calling me from
his car window. By turning inward
to find satisfaction, it provides me
with a confidence that will never
be matched by drunken guys or a
push-up bra.
The most successful women
I know are fabulous - gorgeous,
intelligent, have the ability to stop
traffic. They are confident, ambitious, amazing people that I meet
everyday. My best friend works
in a job market that is filled with
the testosterone-driven side of the
species.
And why is she good at her job?
Because she's strong, she makes

herself happy, and doesn't need to
get fulfillment from others. This is
the so-called secret to the success of
women. Instead of craving attention
and happiness from pathetic aspects
of life, find it in yourself. Every
day I can count at least a handful of
women right on our own campus
that are falling into the "reason sexism still exists" category.
I ask you, before going out at
night, look at yourself in the mirror
and play through how your night
will go. If what you're seeing is
creepy boys, drunken mistakes,
and popping out of your shirt - reconsider.
The most amazing women I
know (who are the most attentiongetting I .k now as well) are amazing because they make themselves
that way - not because they crave
attention. For anyone who is still
convinced that skimpy clothes
create more attention, ponder this:
Men will almost always look at a
mini skirt dancing on the bar, but
they're almost always asking out
the girl wearing jeans, dancing with
her friends.
Well, at least the ones worth paying attention to are.

LoCastro's
Lowdown
Gettin' the
word on:
Jenna Lo Castro
Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

Not one. Not two. Not even four.
But six. That's the number of girls I
live with this year. In light of a new
Let me start this by saying I besemester, I figured it'd be fitting to
lieve in the power of women - the
talk about the people we live with.
power to change the world, run their
And, although my first intention was
own fortune 500 company, and flirt
to write the stereotypical criticism
to get out of a traffic ticket. I believe
about the immature and blissfully
a strong woman can be at least as
naive freshmen, I figured that either
good as any man in any situation
A), that would be buzz kill or B),
(and sometimes better). However, I
Andrew Rafferty would address
believe this exceptionally amazing
the issue one way or another. So
gender of people is shooting itself
instead, I wanted to share my feelin the foot of success.
ings about general roommate roles
I know plenty of women that
and the people who exemplify them.
inspire me - from my mom, to
First off is the notion that there are
my best friend, to political leadat least four stereotypical roomies
ers - however, I also know plenty
that college students undeniably
of women who I look at and think,
live with.
"you are the reason sexism still exNumber 1: "The Adopted Child
ists." I think you know who these
Roommate:" This roommate is
women are - they are the mini-ski.rt
the primary reasoning behind why
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , many people choose not to have
children until they are stable, mature
adults well into their thirties. She/
be has trouble waking up or getting to class on time. She/he often
needs reminded about what she/he
must accomplish during the day by
other roomies (i.e. "Pick up your
prescription," "Get your clothes
out of the living room," "call your
mom-she's been leaving you messages for a week now"). You .o ften
find yourself becoming irritable and
short-tempered and sometimes have
haunting flashbacks of your own
parents saying the same things to
you. You also have to constantly
remind her/him to take showers/
change clothes.
"It probably means cute."
"It's a breed of dog."
"A pet name that a girl would
Number 2: "The Narcoleptic
Jeff Walker,
Claire Stanislawski,
use for her boyfriend."
Roommate:" Rather than having
antipathy towards this roomie, many
sophomore
junior
Mary Keller,
have a deep sense of wonder and
sophomore
awe for this guy/girl and his/her
ability to keep up with classes. They
manage to get at least 60+ hours
of sleep under their belt during the
-Compiled by Jenna Lo Castro
school week alone and are always
Editor-in-Chief

What does pukka mean?

Pukka means authentic or genuine.

~---------------------------------------------~~ theonestopassoutataparty,ina

The highs and lows of
roommate roles
movie, or during class (when they
do go). All in all, the narcoleptic
bunch make awesome people to
share a room with because they can
sleep through anything, no matter
how much noise you may make on
a Saturday night.
Number 3: "The Danny Tanner
Roommate:" This is the roommate
that you hate to love and love to hate.
Affectionately known as the "Danny
Tanner" Roommate in honor of the
"Full House" father who had a perverse obsession with Comet cleaner
and waxing floors, this roomie is
always making sure your house/
apartment is spic and span. He/she
empty garbage, clean up after others, organize the DVD rack so that
all 98 movies are in alphabetical
order, and are often reprimanding
others in the house about their unsanitary lifestyles-primarily "The
Adopted Child Roommate" (See
Number 1).
Sometimes you want to shove a
Lysol can down his/her throat for
being so maniacal, but at the end of
the day, you're grateful to have him/
her because that just means one less
beer can to pick up or toilet to scrub
for you.
Number 4: "The MIA Roommate:" Last, but not least, is this
little wild card. The MIA (missing in
action) roommate· is always the most
puzzling person in the whole house.
They're never around and impossible to get a hold of via cell. The
MIA roommate has many acquaintances, and when around, usually is
accompanied by some outsider that
no one in the house actually knows
or has ever seen in his/her whole life.
And when you try to confront them
about their David Blane act, they
always reply in that same cool tone,
"Oh, I've just been ... around."

Contact Jenna LoCastro at:
jlocastro09@jcu.edu

You're wrong, I'm Rafferty: The Quad; an unwritten rule

Andrew Rafferty
Managing Editor
I wouJd like to personally welcome the Class of 2011. From what
I've seen from your Facebook profiles, you have a lot of potential.
My name is Andrew, some
people call me Raff, and some
people call me some other things
not fit for print.
I'm going to help you out. And

no, don't come up to me offering
me money for my services; this is
pro bono work. I do it because I
love to give back to Johnny C. And
besides, you're going to need that
money for when you get written
up, which will be soon if it hasn't
happened already.
What I'm about to tell you is
more important than anything you
learned at orientation or could ever
hope to get out of FYS. Professors,
if you would like for me to come
to your class and talk about this, I
would be more than willing. If you
take one thing away from your first
year at the country's craziest Jesuit
party school, let it be this.
Don't ever cut across the Quad.
Is it a pet peeve of mine? No.

Rather, it is an unwritten rule. But,
I wrote it, because you're freshmen
and you need people to write things
down for you.
And now, the inevitable question
that gets asked is, "Why?" Why
can't you cut across the luscious
shortcut that is the Quad? The simple answer is because it's stupid.
Some upperclassman will say,
"He's wrong, I cut across the Quad
alJ the time." I urge you to take a
long look at whoever says this. You
should immediately begin disassociating with this person.
Other people cite their rebellious
nature and inability to conform
as the reason they cut across the
Quad. It's not about conformity,
it's about respect. Enough people

start cutting across the Quad and it
will start looking as appealing as the
Cuyahoga River.
Michael Jordan, Bill Gates,
Thomas Jefferson, the Pope. All
names of people who did not cut
across the Quad.
Britney Spears, Ryan Leaf, OJ.
Simpson, the Hamburgaler. All
names of people who did cut across
the Quad. I'm not saying that only
horrible people cut across the Quad,
the facts say that for me.
Imagine a day when everybody
cuts across the Quad to get wherever
they are walking. All of a sudden,
there is no more Quad. All of a
sudden, there is no more ultimate
frisbee team.
Now, don't get me wrong, you

should enjoy the Quad like free
drinks at an open bar. It's there
for you. But don't be the guy who
walks in the middle of a pickup
football game with a three-ring
binder in hand. Instead, be the guy
who chastises that guy.
There are, of course, exceptions
to the rule. Emergencies, you're
being chased be some type of aggressive animal, or there is an event
on campus where there will be free
food about covers them all.
Being late for class is hot one of
them. Professors would rather their
students be late then cut across the
Quad. After all, there are no shortcuts on the road to success.

Contact Andrew Rafferty at:
arafferty09@jcu .edu
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A lack of legitimate love
Ashley Boone

Residence Minister
Hamlin Hall
Campus Ministry
One night this past summer my
friend eagerly recounted seeing an
elderly couple walking around the
quad at dusk, hand in hand. She
remarked how beautiful it was to
see two people who have eerningly
been together for o long still showing their love.
I agreed, but also commented
on how distraught this made me
feel. Seeing two older people still
showing their love? Why was this
so rare that my friend felt the need
to point it out?
A recent Time Magazine article
was devoted entirely to questioning where all the good romance
blockbusters have gone, citing there
hasn't been a major romance movie
to make it big since Titanic, and that
was ten years ago (can you believe
it's been ten years!).
In the absence of Kate and Jack
we fill the gap with movies from
the comfortable section of the pool,
where we can still touch the bottom, but yet are left unmoved and
uninspired.
Unfortunately, more and more
we are treating relationships like
these movies, just small segments
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"No, you idiots, not porridge, courage! I need courage!"

Want to get
your voice heard?
Write a Letter To
The Editor!

of time that we can plunge head

Email: jcunews@jcu.edu

Deadline is
Sunday at 6:30 p.m.
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into, but can quickly put away anll
leave on the DVD rack.
Instead of taking the time to get
to know people we make snap judg
ments and quickly move on. Findmg
someone who is truly compatible in

multiple ways, romantic relationhips are trumped by silly flings, or
worse, long-term disasters that end
in divorce.
In the face of a few setbacks we
just can't find the hope and willpower we need to continue. It isn't
that we hate more, but that we are
becoming more indifferent. My CO
200 Interper onal Communication
book said, "The opposite of love is
not hate, it's indifference."
Thankfully, this isn't the case for
everyone. There are people who are
opening their eyes to the tate of the
world and are making intentional
changes in their lives.
Starting with caring and making
an effort to get to know the people
to whom they come in contact. The
benefits continue to unfold.
The easiest way to start loving
more might be to first discover who
you are. Try keeping a journal.
Write a few sentences every
night and you 'II not only be amazed
how easy it be omes after only two
weeks, but also how much it help·
maintain other routines and goals.
It also hecomes a tool for personal
reflection.
Many say technology is bringing us closer. How did we scope
out perspective roommates or love
interests before Face book?
The article in Time, however,

-

q1wstinned whe\h-:1 the lack nf "~"·=
' \! ~~

was due to people o ·ing less willing
to pcr:;evcrc.:.
Imagine what we would pcrcctvc
as true Jon: and romance if, "So
Juliet's a Capulet? Too bad, back to
Facebook!" had been the case.
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Help Wanted

Looking for a place to stay? How
about Willoughby! Great for those
right out of college. Two minutes from Rt. 2 an 1-90. Close to
EVERYWHERE. Newly remolded
house ... three bedrooms available.
Appliances, Cable, Internet included.
$400 per room. Call (216) 812-5604

Childcare needed for two terrific Shaker
Heights kids, ages 7 & 9,
one afternoon per week and occa\ional
weekends. Must have car. $10-$12/
hour depending upon experience. Call
(216) 921.3367 or email kittiewarshawsky@sbcglobal.net

Don't like where you're living?
Have a terrific beautifully taken care
of 4-bedroom home ten minutes
away from campus. Find some
roommates and rent the whole house
for $1200 month. And unlike almost
everywhere else: only a nine month
lease. Call (440) 220-2819 for a

Babysitter needed. Days, occasional
weekends/school breaks. 10-20 hours/
week. Walking distance. Perfer local
student looking for long-term, flexible job
with a 3 year old and newborn. $10/hr.
Call (216) 765-)069.

Two fam1ly house for rent. Five
bedrooms on one side & four on the
other side. Very close to campus.
Carroll students surrounding. Call
Sam (440) 669-9996.

Responisble and caring caregiver
needed for eight-year-old daughter.
Close to campus! Contact Marilyn at
(216) 691-3813.

Chagrin Falls family looking for part
time (10+/-) help w/ two teenagers.
Great environment, excellent pay. Own
transportation. Please call Maggie (440)
543-2482 or (440) 785-1714.

Experienced, responsible, nurturing
caregiver needed for infant and 3 yr old
in ShakerHeights. Must have reliable
transportation. Flexible hours, mostly
evenings - $10/hr. Email Ann at annermalone@yahoo.com.

BABYSIITER NEEDED for Saturday
nights, occasional weekday afternoons.
Eastside home with three young kids.
Must have experience and references.
I have always used JCU students and
have been happy! Call Cyndi@ (440)
542-1895.

Classified ads cost $5.00 for the
first 10 words and $0.25 for each
additional word.
'To be placed, ads must be typed
or handwritten clearly and le~)
ibly and sent to or dropped om
at The Carroll News office with
payment.

I
Classified ads will not be run
without pre-payment.
Classifieds will not be taken over
the phone. Deadline for classifieds i noon of the Monday prior
to publication.
For Ad Rates· and
Information:
Phone: (216) 397-4398
Mail us at:The Carroll News
John Carroll Univ.
20700 N. Park Blvd.
University Hts, OH 44118
E-mail the CN at:
carrollnews@jcu.edu.
Federal Law bans discrimination by race, sex
reli~on, color, national origin, family status and haodica

nall Ohio rental property. The Carroll News will no
Al
~ consequence, The Carroll News will not accept rental
~ that stipulate the gender of the tenants.
~win~y accept advertising in violation of this law.

Interested in Public Relations.
Journalism?
English?
•

Get clips from The Carroll News

Open House
TODAY at 6:00 ·p.m.
in the newsroom

